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Abstract

Human users dealing with multiple objectives in a complex environment, e.g., mili-
tary planners or emergency response operators, are subject to a high level of cognitive
workload. When this load becomes an overload, it can severely impair the quality of
the plans created. To address these issues, intelligent assistant systems have been rigor-
ously studied in both the AI and the intelligent systems research communities. In this
chapter, we discuss proactive assistant systems that predict future user activities that
can be facilitated by the assistant. We focus on problems in which a user is solving a
complex problem with uncertainty, and thus on plan recognition algorithms suitable for
the target problem domain. Specifically, we discuss a generative model of plan recog-
nition that represents user activities as an integrated planning and execution problem.
We describe a proactive assistant agent architecture and its applications in practical
problems including emergency response and military peacekeeping operations.

keywords: plan recognition, proactive assistants, intelligent agents, prognostic norma-
tive assistance

1. Introduction

Plan recognition, which refers to the task of identifying the user’s high-level goals
(or intentions) by observing the user’s current activities, is a crucial capability for intel-
ligent assistant systems that are intended to be incorporated into the user’s computing
environment.

In this chapter, we discuss how we use plan recognition to develop a software agent
that can proactively assist human users in time stressed environments. Human users
dealing with multiple objectives in a complex environment, e.g., military planners or
emergency response operators, are subject to a high level of cognitive load. When this
load is excessive, it can severely impair the quality of the plans that are created [28]. In
order to help users focus on high-priority objectives, we develop a software assistant
agent that can recognize the user’s goals and plans in order to proactively assist with
tedious and time-consuming tasks, e.g., anticipating information needs or reserving
resources ahead of user need.
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Plan recognition algorithms generally center on a model that describes how a user
behaves. Such a model can be built by collecting frequently observed sequences of
user actions–e.g., as a plan library [13, 11, 3]. By contrast, a generative approach can
be taken to develop a user model to represent how a user makes decisions to solve a
problem–e.g., as a planning process [4, 24, 20, 21]. Choosing the right approach re-
quires an understanding of where the target problem’s uncertainty originates. Whereas
a plan library is suitable for representing a user’s activities that may constitute multi-
ple unrelated problems–i.e., uncertainty lies in a user’s objectives, a planning process
can succinctly represent a complex decision-making process that may result in a large
number of various plans–i.e., uncertainty lies in an environment.

In this chapter, we focus on the case where a user is solving a domain-specific
problem that deals with a high level of complexity and uncertainty, e.g., an emergency
response system where a flexible plan is made in advance but the actual course of action
is dynamically determined during execution [7]. Thus, our discussion in this chapter
focuses on the generative approach–using a planner to represent a user model–and how
this model can be used in intelligent assistant systems.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. After discussing proactive assistant
systems generally in Section 2, a generative plan recognition algorithm is described
in detail in Section 3, followed by a description of how the results of plan recogni-
tion are used within a proactive assistant architecture in Section 4. Section 5 presents
two examples of fully implemented proactive assistant systems. Finally, the chapter is
summarized in Section 6.

2. Proactive Assistant Agent

A software assistant system, like a human assistant, is expected to perform various
tasks on behalf of a user. An assistant’s role has a set of desired qualifications including
the ability to learn a user’s preferences [17, 22], the ability to assess the current state
and to make rational decisions in various situations [8], and the ability to speculate
on a user’s future activities so that time-consuming actions can be taken proactively
[5]. Here, we focus on the assistant’s ability to make proactive decisions where plan
recognition is a crucial part.

The core component of an intelligent assistant system is its decision-making mod-
ule. For instance, an agent can make decisions according to a set of prescribed rules if
complete information about its tasks is available a priori. An assistant’s decision mak-
ing can also be data-driven–i.e., an action is executed whenever its preconditions are
changed as new information is propagated, e.g., as with constraint-based planners [2].
Alternatively, a decision-theoretic planner can be adopted, e.g., Electric Elves [8] uses
a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to develop a personal assistant, known as Friday,
that determines the optimal action given various states. For instance, given an invi-
tation (to which a user is supposed to respond), Friday may wait a little until its user
responds or take an action on behalf of the user according to the expected reward for
each action.

In order to add the notion of plan recognition to an assistant’s decision-making
module, a partially observable MDP (POMDP) is generally used where a user’s goals
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(or intentions) are inserted as unobservable variables [10]. In this approach, plan recog-
nition is tightly coupled with an assistant’s action selection. That is, an assistant learns
an optimal action to take in response to each user state without having a notion of its
own (agent) goals or planning. In other words, traditional (PO)MDP approaches model
immediate assistant actions in response to individual user actions, even if they implic-
itly consider the reward of future user actions for this action selection. This approach
does not explicitly “look ahead” within a user’s plan nor does it consider time con-
straints. For these reasons, the types of support that this approach can provide may
be limited to atomic (or single) actions, such as opening a door for a user as in [10],
and may not be suitable for time-consuming actions such as information prefetching or
more complex jobs that require the planning of multiple actions.

User	  plan	  

Proac-ve-‐
manager	  

Assistant	  plan	  

Predic'on:	  
User	  needs	  info:	  	  
red	  	  	  for	  A	  (.9)	  @t2	  	  
blue	  for	  B	  (.1)	  @t3	  

Plan:	  
SELECT	  	  	  source	  (deadline	  constraint: t2)	  
GET	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  info.	  on	  red 
EXCERP	  	  info.	  

Assignment:	  
Assist	  with	  info.	  on	  red by 
time step t2 

blue A

B	  red 

I	  

Figure 1: ANTICO: a proactive assistant agent architecture (an abstract view)

By contrast, the proactive assistant agent architecture, known here as Anytime Cog-
nition (ANTICO1), separates plan recognition from the assistant’s decision-making
module [19]. Figure 1 illustrates an abstract view of the architecture. Here, the user
plan represents the assistant’s estimation of how a user makes decisions. Based on this
user plan, plan recognition is performed to generate sequences of expected user actions.
The proactive-manager evaluates the predicted user plan to identify potential assistance
needs. Here, the general purpose of the evaluation is to identify a set of unmet precon-
ditions (or prerequisites) of predicted user actions, but the criteria for evaluating user
plans is specific to each problem domain, for instance, identifying information needed
to execute certain actions [19, 15] or detecting potential norm violations [21]. The set
of identified assistance needs is labeled as new tasks for the assistant and is passed to
the assistant’s planning module.

The ANTICO architecture also supports the notion of an assistant’s goals and plan-
ning similar to Friday’s planner in Electric Elves [8]. Whereas Friday’s actions are
triggered upon the receipt of a new request, ANTICO determines a set of assistive

1In earlier work, an instance of ANTICO is referred to as ANTicipatory Information and Planning Agent
(ANTIPA).
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tasks according to its prediction of user needs.
Figure 1 includes a simple example, which can be seen within the dotted lines.

By evaluating the user plan, it is predicted with .9 probability that heading toward
area A suggests information about the red zone is needed. The prediction also suggests
information about the blue zone is needed, but the need has a low probability, so that the
requirement has been pruned. The proactive manager assigns the assistant a new goal of
acquiring red zone information. Note that a deadline time constraint is imposed on this
assignment, as the user will need this information by time step t2. The assistant plans
and schedules necessary resources to acquire the needed information. For instance,
the assistant first selects an information source from which the needed information can
be retrieved before the deadline. After the assistant retrieves the information from the
selected source, a data post-processing action can be taken to excerpt the information
for a user to parse quickly. The information that has been prepared is passed back to
the proactive manager to be presented to the user when needed.

Disengaging an assistant’s planning from its user’s planning has several advantages
over approaches based on tight coupling. First, the size of the state space is exponen-
tially reduced as follows. Let us define a user’s planning space in terms of a set of
variables, where a subset of those variables can be delegated to an assistant. The size
of state space grows exponentially in the number of variables. Let u and a denote the
number of user variables and assistant variables, respectively. Without loss of gener-
ality, we add two simplifying assumptions that user and agent variables are exclusive
and that the domain size for all variables is a constant d. Then, the size of the state
space where these variables are tightly coupled is du+a whereas that of the detached
approach is du + da.

The ANTICO architecture has been flexibly applied to two types of information
assistants [19, 15] and to an assistant that supports humans in complying with organi-
zational norms [21], which will be described further in Section 5.

3. Probabilistic plan recognition

In this section, we describe a generative approach to plan recognition [19] and
discuss related work.

3.1. Plan recognition as planning
The idea of using AI planning for plan recognition has been gaining interest in

various fields including cognitive science, machine learning, and AI planning.
In cognitive science, Baker et al. [4] used a set of Markov Decision Processes

(MDPs) to model how a human observer makes predictions when observing other
agents’ activities. Their results show that the MDP framework resembles how humans
make predictions in experiments where human subjects were asked to recognize the
goal of an animated agent.

The idea of plan recognition as planning is also closely related to the notion of in-
verse optimal control in Markov Decision Process (MDP) based planners [26]. Inverse
optimal control, which refers to the task of recovering a cost function from observed
optimal behavior, has been studied under various names including inverse reinforce-
ment learning [18], apprenticeship learning [1], and imitation learning [29]. These
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algorithms focus on the learning of hidden cost functions (as opposed to using prede-
termined cost functions), and have been specifically designed for the MDP framework.

A series of work by Ramı́rez and Geffner contributes to bridging AI planning and
goal recognition, establishing the notion of plan recognition as planning. Because their
main objective is to identify a user’s goals, it is more appropriate to refer to their works
as “goal recognition.” Their initial work used classical planners for goal recognition
[24]. In this work, goal prediction worked only when the observed actions precisely
matched an expected sequence of actions. In order to overcome this drawback, they
adopted a probabilistic model to address uncertainty [24]. This framework has also
been applied to the Partially Observable MDP (POMDP) framework [25].

In the following subsections, we describe a probabilistic plan recognition algorithm
presented in [20, 21].

3.2. Representing a user plan as an MDP

We use an MDP [6] to represent a user’s decision-making model. An MDP is a rich
framework that can represent various real-life problems involving uncertainty.

The use of an MDP to represent a user plan is justified for the problem domain of
our interest in which users are strongly motivated to accomplish a set of goals that are
clearly defined. Thus, we can assume that a user is executing a sequence of planned
actions; that is, the user has planned the observed actions. For instance, in emergency
response situations, every major governmental organization has a set of emergency op-
erations plans (EOP) that has been created in advance. The EOP provides a foundation
for the creation of specific plans to respond to the actual details of a particular event
[7]. In order to model the user’s planning process we consider an AI planner so that
we can generate a set of alternative plans by solving a user’s planning problem. At the
same time, we need a model that can capture the non-deterministic nature of real-life
applications. Since an MDP is a stochastic planner it suits both of our purposes.

Throughout the paper we use Definition 1 to refer to an MDP. We note that the dis-
count factor γ in Definition 1 is an optional component used to ensure that the Bellman
equations converge in infinite horizon. When the discount factor is not specified, it is
assumed to be 1. Moreover, given the multiple equivalent ways to render the equations
that solve MDPs, in this chapter, we use the presentation style of [27, Chapter 17] for
clarity.

Definition 1 (MDP). A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is represented as a tuple
〈S,A, r, T, γ〉, where S denotes a set of states; A, a set of actions; r : S × A → R,
a function specifying a reward of taking an action in a state; T : S × A × S → R, a
state transition function; and γ, a discount factor indicating that a reward received in
the future is worth less than an immediate reward. Solving an MDP generally refers
to a search for a policy that maps each state to an optimal action with respect to a
discounted long-term expected reward.

Without loss of generality we assume that the reward function r(s) can be given such
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that each individual state yields a reward when the agent reaches it.2 Although the
MDP literature sometimes refers to a goal state as being an absorbing or terminal state,
that is, a state s with T (s′|s, a) = 0 for all a and for all s′ in S except the current
state s, that is a state with no possibility of leaving, we mean a goal state to be a state
with a positive reward, that is any state s with r(s) > 0. Note that satisfying time
constraints is imperative in the target problem domain, i.e., actions must be taken in a
timely manner, e.g., in an emergency response case. Here, discount factor γ is used to
manage time constraints in a planner, specifying that a reward is decayed as a function
of time.

Definition 2 (Value Iteration). Given an MDP, denoted by a tuple 〈S,A, r, T, γ〉, the
value of state s, denoted by V (s), can be defined as the discounted long-term expected
reward when starting from state s and taking the best action thereafter, which is known
as the Bellman equation as follows:

V (s) = max
a∈A

[r(s, a) + γ
∑
s′∈S

V (s′)T (s′|s, a)].

The value iteration algorithm initializes the values of states with some value (e.g.,
an arbitrary constant), and iteratively updates values V (s) for all states until they
converge. The algorithm is guaranteed to converge when 0 < γ < 1. Value Iteration
computes a deterministic policy by selecting an optimal action in each state as follows:

π(s) = arg max
a∈A

[r(s, a) + γ
∑
s′∈S

V (s′)T (s′|s, a)].

In addition to optimal actions, there can be “good” actions whose expected values
come close to the optimum. It would be too naive for an assistant to assume that a
human user will always choose the optimal action. In Definition 3, instead of com-
puting a deterministic policy as in Definition 2, we compute a stochastic policy that,
instead of selecting an optimal action, ascribes probability π(s, a) of selecting action
a in state s according to the expected value of taking action a. This policy expresses
the probability with which an imperfect decision-maker selects an action, based on the
actual perfectly rational choice. This stochastic policy allows the assistant to prepare
for a wider range of user actions that are likely to be chosen in reality. A similar idea
of computing a stochastic policy from Value Iteration can be found in [29].

Definition 3 (Value Iteration for a stochastic policy). Let a ∈ A be an action and
s, s′ ∈ S be states, we define a stochastic policy π(s, a) denoting the probability of se-
lecting action a in state s. This probability is computed as a proportion of the maximum
expected reward of selecting action a in state s, such that:

π(s, a) ∝ [r(s, a) + γ
∑
s′∈S

V (s′)T (s′|s, a)].

2It is trivial to see that r(s, a) =
∑
s′

T (s′|s, a)r(s′).
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Algorithm 1: predictFuturePlan
input : a set of goals G, a set of policies Φ, a sequence of observations O
output: predicted planTree
planTree t← createNewTree()
node n← getRootNode(t)
state s← getCurrentState()
foreach goal g ∈ G do

policy πg ← getPolicyForGoal(Φ, g)
weight wg ← p(g|Ot) /* Equation (1) */
buildPlanTree(t, n, πg, s, wg, 0)

Let Φ = 〈S,A, r, T, γ〉 denote an MDP representing the user’s planning problem.
The plan recognition algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 is a two-step process. The agent
first estimates which goals the user is trying to accomplish and then predicts a sequence
of possible plan steps that the user is most likely to take to achieve those goals.

3.3. Goal recognition
In the first step, the algorithm estimates a probability distribution over a set of

possible goals. We use a Bayesian approach that assigns a probability mass to each
goal according to how well a series of observed user actions is matched with the optimal
plan toward the goal.

We define set G of possible goal states as all states with positive rewards such that
G ⊆ S and r(g) > 0, ∀g ∈ G. The algorithm initializes the probability distribution
over the set G of possible goals, denoted by p(g) for each goal g in G, proportionally
to the reward r(g): such that

∑
g∈G p(g) = 1 and p(g) ∝ r(g). The algorithm then

computes an optimal policy πg for every goal g in G, considering the positive reward
only from the specified goal state g and zero rewards from any other states s ∈ S∧s 6=
g. We use the variation of the value iteration algorithm described in Definition 3 for
computing an optimal policy.

For each potential goal g ∈ G, the algorithm computes a goal-specific policy πg
to achieve goal g. Following the assumption that the user acts more or less rationally,
this policy can be computed by solving the MDP to maximize the long-term expected
rewards. Instead of a deterministic policy that specifies only the best action that results
in the maximum reward, we compute a stochastic policy such that probability p(a|s, g)
of taking action a given state a when pursuing goal g is proportional to its long-term
expected value v(s, a, g):

p(a|s, g) ∝ β v(s, a, g),

where β is a normalizing constant. Note that this step of computing optimal policies is
performed only once and can be done off-line, and the resulting policies are also used
in the second step, as will be described in Section 3.4.

Let Ot = s1, a1, s2, a2, ..., st denote a sequence of observed states and actions
from time steps 1 through t where st′ ∈ S, at′ ∈ A, ∀t′ ∈ {1, ..., t}. Here, the assistant
agent must estimate the user’s targeted goals.
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After observing a sequence of user states and actions, the assistant agent updates
the conditional probability p(g|Ot) that the user is pursuing goal g given the sequence
of observations Ot. The conditional probability p(g|Ot) can be rewritten using the
Bayes rule as:

p(g|Ot) =
p(s1, a1, ..., st|g)p(g)∑

g′∈G p(s1, a1, ..., st|g′)p(g′)
. (1)

By applying the chain rule, we can write the conditional probability of observing
the sequence of states and actions given goal g as:

p(s1, a1, ..., st|g) = p(s1|g)p(a1|s1, g)p(s2|s1, a1, g)

... p(st|st−1, at−1, ..., s1, g).

By the MDP problem definition, the state transition probability is independent of
the goals. By the Markov assumption, the state transition probability is also indepen-
dent of any past states except the current state, and the user’s action selection depends
only on the current state and the specific goal. By using these conditional independence
relationships, we get:

p(s1, a1, ..., st|g) = p(s1)p(a1|s1, g)p(s2|s1, a1)

... p(st|st−1, at−1), (2)

where the probability p(a|s, g) represents the user’s stochastic policy πg(s, a) for
selecting action a from state s given goal g, which was computed during the initializa-
tion step.

By combining Equation 1 and 2, the conditional probability of a goal given a series
of observations can be obtained. We use this conditional probability to assign weights
when constructing a predicted plan-tree in the next step.

The algorithmic complexity of solving an MDP using value iteration is quadratic
in the number of states and linear in the number of actions. Here, the optimal policies
for candidate goals can be precomputed off-line. Thus, the actual runtime complexity
of our goal recognition algorithm is linear in the number of candidate goals and the
number of observations.

3.4. Plan prediction

Based on the predicted goals from the first step, we now generate a set of possi-
ble scenarios that the user will follow. Recall that we solved the user’s MDP Φ to get
stochastic policies for each potential goal. The intuition for using a stochastic pol-
icy is to allow the agent to explore multiple likely plan paths in parallel, relaxing the
assumption that the user always acts to maximize her expected reward.

Using the MDP model and the set of stochastic policies, we sample a tree of most
likely sequences of user actions and resulting states from the user’s current state, known
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Algorithm 2: buildPlanTree
input : planTree t, node n, policy π, state s, weight w, deadline d
output: predicted planTree
foreach action a ∈ A do

weight w′ ← π(s, a)w
if w′ > threshold θ then

s′ ← sampleNextState(state s, action a)
node n′ ← createNewNode(s′, w′, d)
addChild(n, n′)
buildPlanTree(t, n′, π, s′, w′, d+ 1)

here as a plan-tree. In a predicted plan-tree, a node contains the resulting state from
taking a predicted user action, associated with the following two features: priority and
deadline. We compute the priority of a node from the probability representing the
agent’s belief that the user will select the action in the future; that is, the agent assigns
higher priorities to assist those actions that are more likely to be taken by the user.
On the other hand, the deadline indicates the predicted time step when the user will
execute the action; that is, the agent must prepare assistance before a certain time point
by which time the user will need help.

The algorithm builds a plan-tree by traversing the actions that, according to the
policy generated from the MDP user model, the user is most likely to select from the
current state. First, the algorithm creates a root node with probability 1 with no action
attached. Then, according to the MDP policy, likely actions are sampled such that
the algorithm assigns higher priorities to those actions that lead to a better state with
respect to the user’s planning objective. Note that the algorithm adds a new node for an
action only if the agent’s belief about the user’s selecting the action is higher than some
threshold θ; actions are pruned otherwise. Note that the assistant may prepare for all
possible outcomes if the problem space is manageably small; however, resources such
as time, CPU, and network bandwidth are generally constrained and it is thus necessary
to prioritize assistive tasks according to predicted needs.

The recursive process of predicting and constructing a plan tree from a state is
described in Algorithm 2. The algorithmic complexity of plan generation is linear in
the number of actions. The resulting plan-tree represents a horizon of sampled actions
and their resulting states for which the agent can prepare appropriate assistance.

4. Plan recognition within a proactive assistant system

This section describes how the predicted plan-tree from Section 3 fits inside the
ANTICO architecture shown in Figure 1. ANTICO is a scalable model where the
assistant agent dynamically plans and executes a series of actions to manage a set of
current tasks as they arise.
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4.1. Evaluating predicted user plan

After a user plan is predicted through a process of plan recognition, the proactive
manager evaluates each node in a predicted plan-tree according to domain-specific
criteria. For example, if a user is solving a maze game that requires a password to
enter a certain room, the passwords in the predicted user path are identified as unmet
requirements [19]. A user plan can also be evaluated according to a set of regulatory
rules such as social norms. In this case, any potential norm violation in the predicted
user plan gives rise to a need for assistance [21].

The evaluation of a user plan results in a set of new tasks for the assistant, e.g., ac-
quiring necessary information or resolving norm violations to restore normative states.
Since the evaluation of the user plan is not the focus of this chapter we refer readers to
related work for further detail [21].

4.2. Assistive planning

In ANTICO, the assistant is essentially a planning agent that can plan its actions
to accomplish a specified goal. The proactive manager formulates an assistive task in
terms of the assistant’s initial state and its goal state.

The architecture is not bound to any specific type of planners, e.g., a classical plan-
ner may be used. Recall that a predicted user plan from the plan recognizer imposes
deadline constraints (specified as the node depth) on the agent’s planning. An MDP is
a preferred choice not only because it is consistent with the user plan model but also
because the discount factor can be used to implement ad-hoc deadline constraints. A
deadline constraint is utilized to determine the horizon for an MDP plan solver, such
that the agent planner can complete the task to satisfy the deadline. For more princi-
pled time constraint management, integrated planning and resource scheduling can be
considered.

The planning problem formulated by the proactive manager may not always be
solvable; for instance, the goal state may only be accomplished by modifying those
variables that the assistant cannot access, or none of the assistant’s actions have effects
that can lead to the specified goal state. In such cases, the assistant notifies the user
immediately so that the user can take appropriate action on her own. Otherwise, the
assistant starts executing its actions according to the optimal policy until it reaches a
goal state.

4.3. Cognitively aligned plan execution

Execution of an agent action may change one or more variables. For each newly
generated plan (or a policy) from the planner module, an executor is created as a new
thread. An executor waits for a signal from the variable observer that monitors changes
in the environment variables to determine the agent’s current state. When a new state is
observed the variable observer notifies the plan executor to wake up. The plan executor
then selects an optimal action in the current state according to the policy and executes
the action. After taking an action, the plan executor is resumed to wait for a new
signal from the variable observer. If the observed state is an absorbing state, then plan
execution is terminated; otherwise an optimal action is executed from the new state.
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Figure 2: Norm assistance agent overview.

The agent’s plan can be updated during execution as more recent assessments of
rewards arrive from the proactive manager, forcing the assistant to replan. Any plans
that are inconsistent with the current assessment are aborted.

In order to handle unexpected exceptions during execution, an executable action
has a timeout such that when the execution of an action reaches its timeout the plan
is aborted. When a plan is aborted, the specific goals of the plan are typically unmet.
If the goals are still relevant to the user’s current plan (according to a newly predicted
user plan), then the proactive manager will generate them as new goals for the agent.

5. Applications

In this section, we study two examples of ANTICO implemented in practical prob-
lem domains, summarizing work presented in [21, 19, 15].

5.1. Norm Assistance

In certain scenarios, human decision making is affected by policies, often repre-
sented by deontic concepts such as permissions, obligations and prohibitions. Individ-
ual rules within a policy have been actively studied in the area of normative reasoning
[14]. Norms generally define constraints that should be followed by the members in a
society at particular points in time to ensure certain system-wide properties [12]. These
constraints are generally specified by guarded logic rules of the form ν ← φ, which
specify that when the condition φ occurs, a norm ν becomes activated, imposing a
restriction on the set of desirable states in the domain. If ν is an obligation, the norm
defines a set of states through which an agent must pass, otherwise, if ν is a prohibition,
ν the norm defines a set of states that must be avoided.

For example, in international peacekeeping operations military planners must achieve
their own unit’s objectives while following standing policies that regulate how interac-
tion and collaboration with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) ought to take
place. As the planners are cognitively overloaded with mission-specific objectives,
such normative stipulations increase the complexity of planning to both accomplish
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Figure 3: ANTICO Overview

goals and abide by the norms. While much of the research on normative reasoning fo-
cuses on deterministic environments populated by predictable agent decision making,
such a model is not suitable for reasoning about human agents acting on the real world.
By leveraging recent work on normative reasoning over MDPs [9], it is possible to rea-
son about norm compliance in non-deterministic environments, however, the issue of
non-determinism in the decision maker has remained problematic. In order to address
this problem, an instantiation of the proactive assistance architecture was created to
provide prognostic reasoning support by designing the proactive manager to analyze
user plans for normative violations [21] in the context of military escort requests for
relief operations. An overview of this architecture is provided in Figure 2a, while a
screenshot of the assistance application is shown in Figure 2b.

The normative assistant relies on a probabilistic plan recognizer to generate a tree
of possible plan steps. The proactive manager evaluates a user plan through a norm
reasoner, which analyzes the sequence of states induced by the predicted plan for norm
violations. These predicted violations are the object of the agent planner, which tries
to find the nearest norm-compliant states in order to recommend user actions that will
ensure norm-compliant behavior. If compliant states are not achievable, for example,
because some violations are unavoidable in the user’s possible future state, or if the
user has already violated certain norms, the agent can also suggest remedial actions to
either comply with penalties or mitigate the effects of a violation (i.e. contrary-to-duty
obligations [23]).

5.2. Emergency Response
ANTICO was applied in an emergency response application assistant, aimed at

proactively supporting a manager responsible for the response to emergencies in civil-
ian areas, including natural disasters or attacks on infrastructure [16]. The architecture
customized for information assistant is shown in Figure 3a, and a screenshot of this
application in emergency response is shown in Figure 3b. Given this application sce-
nario, the adaptations deployed in ANTICO have two purposes: first, given the fluidity
of an emergency situation, plan recognition should focus on providing assistance only
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to events in the near future with a high-degree of confidence about the user’s current
activity; and second, given the structure of the emergency response plans, assistance
should follow the steps of these plans as closely as possible.

The performance of proactive assistants is dependent on the accuracy of the plan
recognition algorithm combined with seamless integration of the assistance provided
to the user’s regular workflow. On one extreme of the performance spectrum, a perfect
assistance agent always recognizes user behavior correctly and provides assistance ex-
actly when the user expects it; on the other extreme, the agent’s predictions are never
correct and the assistance provided is intrusive to the user, causing the user to waste
time dealing with agent interventions. In order to assess the impact of prediction cor-
rectness on user performance we carried out a study analyzing the effect of various
levels of accuracy for the plan recognition module on a simulated user’s response time
in an emergency scenario [15]. This study has shown that, for the selected emergency
domain, and with unobtrusive assistance, even moderate accuracy from plan recogni-
tion can result in gains in user performance. More specifically, the agent significantly
reduces the completion time as long as its prediction accuracy is above .2.
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Figure 4: The amount of time saved with proactive agent assistance for problems with
varying difficulty; problem difficulty is measured in terms of unaided completion time
(x-axis).

Figure 4 shows that the amount of time reduced is increased as the human user’s
task becomes more challenging (and thus requiring more time to finish unaided). For
the most challenging category of problem set, agent assistance reduced the job com-
pletion time by more than 50%.

6. Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed probabilistic plan recognition suitable for proac-
tive assistant agents. We specifically focus on a class of problems where a user faces a
highly complex task of planning, executing, and replanning in a time stressed environ-
ment, e.g., an operator in emergency response must react to high-risk and rare events by
creating a specific plan from a set of predefined emergency operations plans (EOP) to
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deal with uncertainty in that specific event setting. Since the user’s main activities form
a planning process, this has led to a generative approach to probabilistic plan recogni-
tion that has been gaining interests within both cognitive science and AI communities.
We described a generative plan recognition algorithm that can predict a user’s future
plan steps with probabilities such that the assistant’s plan can be optimized with respect
to expected user benefit. We developed an assistant agent framework using this plan
recognition algorithm, and demonstrated two applications that have been implemented
in practical problem domains.
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